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This project requires one special tool to perform the texture pattern. Sorby makes this tool along
with wheels for spiral cutting (that’s another project). Homemade versions using a shaft with a
slot cut to fit a small sprocket or wheel from a star grinding wheel dresser work well. A hole for a
bolt or roll pin the wheel can rotate on is also required as you can see from the picture.               
                                    

        

  
      

The texturing wheel is the one beveled on both sides in the shaft now. The points are dull. The
texturing wheel does not cut the wood it compresses it. The spiral cutters have one bevel only
and use a plate attached to the shaft to cut spirals of different pitches. 

I always turned my eggs more pointed on one side than the other did. What I turn is my vision of
how I think the egg should look. The eggs below are an ostrich egg and a hen egg. You can see
that both ends of the eggs are about the same shape. Use a real egg to make a profile template
for turning the shape if you want.
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        I start by cutting a square of wood long enough to turn three or four eggs. I turn eggs from theblank without stopping the lathe until the wood is gone. I turn these eggs at publicdemonstrations to give to the children, and grown-ups, who watch. The finish from the tool isgood enough that I do not need to sand. I do not like to create clouds of dust when I am turningfor a group of people. This project works well as a demonstration of how quick a finishedproduct comes off the lathe.        

        I chuck the square in the chuck jaws. This centers the blank on the headstock end if the turningblank is square. I always cut my wood slightly over size so I do not worry about the exactcentering. If this were a table leg with a square section left in the design I would carefully centerthe blank. The jaw design on Oneway chucks hold a square section better than any of the otherchucks I have used. Most chuck jaws would only have two points on the edge of each jaw togrip the square. With the Oneway jaws, I have two multi-grooved flat areas per jaw.        

                 The jaws on the right are Nova chuck jaws. The jaws on the left are Oneway.             

        I center the tailstock end of the blank by rotating the corners around by hand and adjusting untilcentered. Here you can see I use my finger as a fixed point to rotate the corners past. Oncecentered I will tighten the chuck securely and screw the tailstock in. If you screw the tailstock infirst and the chuck pulls more on one side while tightening it could cause a bow in the wood.This bow is released when the tailstock end is freed and then the egg would be spinning aroundoff center. This is more noticeable in small diameter spindles. It is always best to tighten thechuck first and then seat the tailstock to the natural alignment of the spindle blank.        

        Start roughing the blank to round at the tailstock end and work back toward the headstock.Starting in the middle could cause sections of the wood to break out along the growth lines. I amusing a ¾” roughing gouge.          

        Once the blank is mostly round I use a ¾” skew to start shaping the egg. The cutting takingplace on the lower 1/3 of the edge. This is the area of the cutting edge nearest the tool restsupporting point. The skew is angled with the cutting edge leading the cut and the handle of thetool following. Cutting from largest diameter to smallest on spindle oriented blank.              

        Spindle gouges work well for this stage of turning also. I have used the skew a lot and it is justmy preference.Cutting the bottom curve of the egg with the skew. Only turn away the wood needed at thisstage for the texturing. Leave the base area thick to support finishing the egg top.            

        You can go ahead and leave the small waste area the tailstock is holding until the texturing isfinished. I go ahead and finish shaping the egg top, then texture.With the tailstock removed, the wood can flex away from the tool causing a spiral surfacepattern to appear. I support the egg with my left hand while I take light finishing cuts.        

        Rounding over the tip of the egg with a light cut. Since the diameter is small, the cutting goesslower. Take your time and remove the little sharp point that usually forms.              

        The finish straight from the skew. This is a piece of curly soft maple. Curly woods usually chipout where the grain direction changes but light cuts with a sharp tool will leave a good finishmost of the time. When you turn hundreds of the same shaped pieces, you have the opportunityto learn tool control with a variety of tools. The practice also teaches you that a good surfacefrom the tool saves time in sanding later.        

        If you have trouble getting this type finish from your tools and are ever in southern Oklahoma ornorth Texas let me know. I will turn an egg with you. I always like to meet another turner andshare turning information.  The shavings from light finishing cuts with the skew are long and tightly curled.        

        Once the egg shaped, I mark off three texture areas. The skew on its side in a scraping actionwill make the defining lines for each band.        
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        Using the long point of the skew to make small V cuts is another method to define the bands.        

        The three texture areas. This is one of my favorite designs but not the only one I use. I have apicture on the last page of this tutorial that shows several eggs.        

        If you want to sand the egg, do so now. After sanding with the lathe on, I stop the lathe andsand the length of the egg to remove the rings of sanding lines formed with the lathe rotating. Icut sheets of sand paper into fourths and fold the pieces into three equal sections.           

           Use the folded edge of the sand paper in the grooves.               

        It is now time to do the texturing. Before starting the lathe, make sure the wheel will clear thetool rest. Also, make sure you keep your fingers away from the wheel while it is spinning.Present the wheel to the wood vertical. If you angle the wheel, you will get a rough spiralscratch pattern. Set the lathe speed to around 500 rpm’s for a small spindle like this one.              

        The wheel presented perpendicular to the wood surface. You can use the tool rest to pivot theshaft on in a small arc for this narrow band. When texturing larger areas slide the shaft backand forth along the tool rest. Push the wheel into the wood and remove several times to get agood random pattern.           

        Close up view of the texture created. The compressing action of the wheel tears the woodfibers. You can lightly sand the textured areas with a fine grit sand paper or take a light cut withthe skew to remove the torn grain before coloring.        

        I used Crayola Brush Tip markers after learning of them from some of my fellow turners.Crayola decided to quit make these markers but any fine tip marker will work. The wood willwear the tips out quickly if you press too hard.          

        With the lathe spinning the egg just hold the marker against the wood to color the texturedareas.           

        I use the fine tip to make rings of different colors outside the textured bands. When I am doingthis as a demonstration for children I let them pick the colors they want.        

        I am about to cut a cove in the base section so I use the gouge here to reduce the wood for thebase section. Not switching tools unless necessary will save a little turning time on each project.           

        Using the gouge to start the foot shaping. The gouge is on its side with the cutting action on thelower side of the nose area.        

        To start a cove lay the gouge on its side with the flute facing the direction of cut, bevel pointedwhere the bottom of the cove will be. The cutting action comes from the lower side of the gougetip. You should be able to draw a vertical line from where the cut is taking place on the gouge tipand the point of contact on the tool rest of the gouge. This way you are not trying to introduceany rotational force on the gouge.        
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        As the gouge reaches the bottom of the cove, the tool rolls on to its back and ends upperpendicular to the spindle axis. Cutting a cove is a scooping kind of cut.        

        The long point of the skew making the V cuts to define each side of the cove.              

        Close up view of the finished cove area.        

        Use a parting tool to mark the bottom of the egg base. This step is not necessary because wewill be forming another egg as we finish the bottom of this one.        

        A spindle gouge forming the top of another egg as it removes the wood for clearance to finishthe bottom of the first egg.           

        The long point of the skew cleanly cuts the endgrain of the base. Slightly undercut the base tomake sure it will sit flat.         

        It does not take much wood to support the spinning egg. You can sand on the bottom of thebase now if you want but do not apply much pressure or the egg will break off.           

        I use the long point of the skew to part off the egg. My left hand cupped around the egg to catchit as it falls. The marker will smear if you grip the rotating egg.           

        I always cut through on the waste side of the finished piece and sand or cut the small nub ofwood off.        

        If the texturing wheel is pressed in to the wood and held tight while moving sideways it willproduce a line pattern instead of random dots.          

        Turning an egg without the base section.           

        Shaping the bottom of the egg with the skew long point.          

           Parting the egg with my left hand ready to catch it.              
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        The bottom of the egg after cutting through with the skew. The tiny nub I sand off without anyneed for reverse chucking to finish the bottom. I do not like to add extra steps in my turningunless needed to improve the finished product.Spray the eggs with a clear lacquer finish to keep the marker from rubbing off on many hands.  You cannot make just one egg. Try lots of different patterns and color combinations to see whatyou like. The texture patterns remind me of lace. Turn many eggs and make your own Easterbasket full to give away to visiting kids of all ages.         

        This tutorial article was graciously contributed to Woodturners America by Larry Hancock of Turned Treasures.
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